Case 4 -an optional wing-body grid adaption study; and Case 5 -an optional wing-body coupled aero-structural simulation. The Common Research Model geometry differed from previous workshops in that it was deformed to the appropriate static aeroelastic twist and deflection at each specified angle-of-attack. The grid refinement study used a common set of overset and unstructured grids, as well as user created Multiblock structured, unstructured, and Cartesian based grids. For the supplied common grids, six levels of refinement were created resulting in grids ranging from 7x10 6 to 208x10 6 cells. This study (Case 2) showed further reduced scatter from previous workshops, and very good prediction of the nacellepylon drag increment. Case 3 studied buffet onset at M=0.85 using the Medium grid (20 to 40x10 6 nodes) from the above described sequence. The prescribed alpha sweep used finely spaced intervals through the zone where wing separation was expected to begin. Although the use of the prescribed aeroelastic twist and deflection at each angle-of-attack greatly improved the wing pressure distribution agreement with test data, many solutions still exhibited premature flow separation. The remaining solutions exhibited a significant spread of lift and pitching moment at each angle-of-attack, much of which can be attributed to excessive aft pressure loading and shock location variation. Four Case 4 grid adaption solutions were submitted. Starting with grids less than 2x10 6 grid points, two solutions showed a rapid convergence to an acceptable solution. Four Case 5 coupled aerostructural solutions were submitted. Both showed good agreement with experimental data. Results from this workshop highlight the continuing need for CFD improvement, particularly for conditions with significant flow separation. These comparisons also suggest the need for improved experimental diagnostics to guide future CFD development.
I. Introduction
The AIAA CFD Drag Prediction Workshop (DPW) Series was initiated by a working group of members from the Applied Aerodynamics Technical Committee of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. The primary goal of the workshop series is to assess the state-of-the-art of modern computational fluid dynamics methods using geometries and conditions relevant to commercial aircraft. From the onset, the DPW organizing committee has adhered to a primary set of guidelines and objectives for the DPW series:
 Assess state-of-the-art Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods as practical aerodynamic tools for the prediction of forces and moments on industry-relevant geometries, with a focus on absolute drag.  Provide an impartial international forum for evaluating the effectiveness of CFD Navier-Stokes solvers.  Promote balanced participation across academia, government labs, and industry.  Use common public-domain subject geometries, simple enough to permit high-fidelity computations.  Provide baseline grids to encourage participation and help reduce variability of CFD results.  Openly discuss and identify areas needing additional research and development.  Conduct rigorous statistical analyses of CFD results to establish confidence levels in predictions.  Schedule open-forum sessions to further engage interaction among all interested parties.  Maintain a public-domain accessible database of geometries, grids, and results.  Document workshop findings; disseminate this information through publications and presentations.
Five previous workshops have been held prior to the present study, all held in conjunction with the AIAA Applied Aerodynamics Conference for that year.
. Because of strong participation, DPW-I successfully amassed a CFD data set suitable for statistical analysis 4 . However, the results of that analysis were rather disappointing, showing a 270-drag-count (a drag count = 0.0001 CD) spread in the fixed-CL data, with a 100:1 confidence interval of more than ±50 drag counts.
Despite the somewhat disappointing results, the consensus of the participants and organizers was that DPW-I was a definitive success. First and foremost, it was initiated as a "grass roots" effort by CFD developers, researchers, and practitioners to focus on a common problem of interest to the aerospace industry. There was open and honest exchange of common practices and issues that identified areas for further research and scrutiny. The workshop framework was tested successfully on high fidelity 3D RANS methods using a common geometry, grids, and test cases. Finally, it reminded the CFD community that CFD is not a fully mature discipline.
The interest generated from the workshop was continued and resulted in several individual efforts documenting results more formally [5] [6] [7] [8] , presented at a special session of the 2002 AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit in Reno, NV. The interest generated by DPW-I naturally led to the planning and organization of the 2nd AIAA Drag Prediction Workshop, DPW-II. The DPW-II organizing committee, recognizing the success of DPW-I, maintained the format and objectives for DPW-II.
The second workshop 9 used the DLR-F6 as the subject geometry in both wing-body (WB, similar to DLR-F4) and wing-body-nacelle-pylon (WBNP) form. The DPW-II organizing committee worked with DLR and ONERA to make pertinent experimental data available to the public domain. One specific objective of DPW-II was the prediction of the incremental drag associated with nacelle/pylon installation. The F6 geometry contained known pockets of flow separation more severe than the F4; occurring predominantly at the wing/body and wing/pylon juncture regions. The results from the workshop were documented with a summary paper, 10 a statistical analysis, 11 an invited reflections paper 12 on the workshop series, and numerous participant papers [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] in two special sessions of the 2004 AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting in Reno, NV. A conclusion of DPW-II was that the separated flow regions made it difficult to draw meaningful conclusions with respect to grid convergence and drag prediction. During the follow-up open-forum discussions, the CFD community voiced the desire for the organizing committee to include in the third workshop: a) Blind Test Cases, and b) Simpler Geometries. The request for blind test cases is motivated by an earnest attempt to better establish a measure of the CFD community's capability to predict absolute drag, rather than match it after-the-fact. The request for simpler geometries allows more extensive research in studies of asymptotic grid convergence.
The third workshop 22 retained the DLR-F6 WB from DPW-II as a baseline configuration to provide a bridge to the previous workshop. However, to test the hypothesis that the grid-convergence issues of DPW-II were the direct result of the large pockets of flow separation, a new wing-body fairing was designed to eliminate the side-of-body separation. Details of the FX2B fairing design are documented by Vassberg 23 . In addition, to help reduce the wing upper-surface trailing-edge flow separation, a higher Reynolds number was introduced for the WB test cases. These changes in both geometry and flow condition also provided the DPW-III participants a blind test since no test data would be available prior to the workshop. Furthermore, two wing-alone geometries were created to provide workshop participants with simpler configurations on which more extensive grid-convergence studies could be conducted; these American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics wings were designed to exhibit no appreciable separation at their design conditions. The DPW-III was heavily documented with summary papers 24, 25 , a statistical analysis paper 26 , participant papers [27] [28] [29] [30] , and a special section of the AIAA Journal of Aircraft, edited by Vassberg [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . After three workshops, the organizing committee recognized that a recurring theme of the workshop series was related to grid quality and resolution -see Mavriplis et al. 37 For the fourth workshop 38 a completely new geometry was developed, called the Common Research Model (CRM). The NASA Subsonic Fixed Wing (SFW) Aerodynamics Technical Working Group (TWG), in collaboration with the DPW Organizing Committee, developed the CRM. This wing-body (with and without nacelle-pylons and horizontal tail) configuration is representative of a contemporary highperformance transonic transport. A detailed description of its development is given by Vassberg et al. 39 One aspect of DPW-IV different from the other workshops was in the timing of the availability of windtunnel test data on the subject geometries. In DPW-IV, the workshop was held before any experimental data were collected and is a set of blind tests. Due to past observations of grid dependence on the solutions, a greater emphasis was placed on establishing a comprehensive set of meshing guidelines for the generation of baseline grid families. With these guidelines in place, grids were requested from several organizations for structured multiblock, overset, and unstructured types. Each grid family was required to include a Coarse (C), Medium (M), and Fine (F) grid; adding an optional Extra-Fine (X) grid was also encouraged. Target sizes for these grids were 3.5, 10, 35, and 100 million unknowns, respectively. The Medium mesh was intended to be representative of current engineering applications of CFD being used to estimate absolute drag levels on similar configurations. A total of 74 meshes of 18 families were provided and made available to participants for use.
The fourth workshop requested grid convergence and Mach sweep computations as in the previous workshops, plus downwash and Reynolds Number studies. Data were submitted from 19 organizations totaling 29 individual datasets. For the grid refinement study, a Richardson Extrapolation methodology was employed to estimate a continuum value for the total drag coefficient. Excluding a single outlier, the scatter band for DPW-IV reduces dramatically to 41 counts, which is a definite improvement over DPW-I (with one outlier, the range for the total drag coefficient spanned 152 counts). While this improvement is quite significant, the confidence level is not down to a low enough level to compete with experimental methods. Documentation for these results can be found in summary papers [40] [41] and in individual contributing papers 42-56 from two special sessions held at the 28 th Applied Aerodynamics Conference in June 2010.
Despite the emphasis placed on grid generation with the intent of reducing the associated errors, the variation in the DPW-IV results was still disappointing. For the fifth workshop 57 , which was held in conjunction with the 30 th AIAA Applied Aerodynamics conference in June 2012, a new approach was taken with the goal of reducing grid-related errors even further. As with the fourth workshop, the NASA Common Research Model wing body configuration was used for the geometry (without tail). For the grids, a unified baseline 58 family of Multiblock structured meshes was developed with six different levels ranging in size from 0.64x10 6 (Tiny) to 136x10 6 (Superfine) mesh points. Each successive coarse level was derived directly from the finest mesh. Only five blocks were used. Once the cloud of points was defined for this series of grids, then Overset and Unstructured grids were derived. The unstructured grids were defined in Hexahedral, and Prismatic elements, plus a hybrid grid with Prismatic boundary layer and Tetrahedral field elements was defined.
The test cases included a grid refinement study using the common grids or user-supplied custom grids if desired. The second case focused on buffet prediction, with a finely spaced alpha sweep spanning the range where flow separation on the wing was observed in the wind tunnel data and the results in DPW-IV. This was a change from previous workshops, where angle-of-attack sweeps from 0° to 4° were calculated for the purpose of determining trimmed drag polars. For a commercial transport like the CRM, high-speed lines development is undoubtedly very important, as it would contribute to whether speed and range goals are met. However, it usually comprises less than 25% of the total aerodynamics-related airplane development effort. Significant effort must also be paid to loads, handling qualities, and other constraints that are required to meet structural and certification requirements. Many of these high-speed flight concerns occur at the edges of the flight envelope, which are characterized by large regions of separated flows. For the Fifth Drag Prediction Workshop, the buffet study was included to assess CFD prediction in this regime. The optional third test case used geometries, grids, and conditions from the Turbulence Model . The Sixth Drag Prediction Workshop was held in conjunction with AIAA Aviation 2016, and included 25 participant teams from 4 continents representing government, industry, academic, and commercial CFD organizations. The workshop again focused on the CRM model and the NACA 0012 airfoil. Detailed grid convergence studies for drag and skin friction coefficient for the Case 1 Turbulence Modeling results based on the NACA 0012 airfoil are presented in Ref. 73. Cases 2-5, which involve the CRM model, are presented in this paper. For the CRM, four case studies were specified, two of which were optional. The four test cases are described in more detail in Section IV of this paper. New for DPW-VI is the inclusion of the static aeroelastic deformation in the definition of the CRM models for each angle-of-attack/CL condition specified in the test cases. This makes comparisons to force, moment, and pressure data from the related wind tunnel tests more meaningful in that the geometry of the computational model better represents that of the wind tunnel model at the specified flow condition. The participant data for the Case 2 grid refinement study of both the CRM WingBody (WB) and the Wing-Body-Nacelle-Pylon (WBNP) models are analyzed, including Force/Moment predictions, wing pressure distributions, and flow separation patterns at the wing/body trailing edge juncture. Richardson extrapolation can be used to estimate the continuum force levels and the drag increment between the two configurations. Results of a statistical analysis of Case 2 are presented in Ref.
74. Analysis of the Case 3 static aeroelastic/buffet study is presented, including force/moment and pressure predictions with comparisons to wind tunnel test data. Flow separation predictions at the wing/body trailing edge juncture and wing trailing edge are also shown. The goal here was the assessment of CFD in flight regimes where increasing levels of flow separation are expected. Results are also shown for the two optional cases: Case 4 grid adaptation, and Case 5 coupled aerostructural simulation. Case 5 is only briefly covered here for completeness. A detailed description of Case 5 results can be found in Ref. 75.
II. Geometry and Experimental Data Description
The subject geometry for DPW-VI Cases 2 through 5 is the Common Research Model 39 (CRM) developed jointly by the NASA Subsonic Fixed Wing (SFW) Aerodynamics Technical Working Group (TWG) and the DPW Organizing Committee. The CRM represents a modern transonic commercial transport airplane, and was designed as a full configuration with a low wing, body, horizontal tail, and engine nacelles mounted below the wing. For this workshop, the wing-body and wing-body-nacelle-pylon configurations were used. A rendering of the wing-body-nacelle-pylon configuration geometry is shown in Fig. 1 , along with a photo of the wing-body wind tunnel model (with horizontal tail) installed in the NASA Ames Research Center Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel 11-by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel (11-Foot TWT). The CRM was also the subject geometry for DPW-IV and DPW-V.
The wing is designed for a nominal condition of Mach=0.85, CL=0.50, and Reynolds Number 40x10 6 based on cref. Pertinent geometric parameters are listed in Table 1 . The wing is a supercritical design, and the Boeing Company took the lead on the aerodynamic design. Certain features are designed into the wing profile for the purposes of research and development. For example, the upper-surface pressure recovery over the outboard wing is intentionally made aggressively adverse over the last 10-15% local chord. This promotes separation of the upper-surface boundary layer in close proximity to the wing trailing edge (TE) at lift conditions slightly above the design point. The strong adverse pressure gradient will likely amplify the differences in various turbulence models that may be employed by DPW participants. Another feature is that the span loading is designed to be very nearly elliptical as compared to a more practical design that would use a compromise distribution (more triangular) to reduce structural loads and decrease airframe weight. This feature is included to provide a challenge for possible future workshops on aerodynamic shape optimization that might explore structure and fuel weight trade-offs. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
In assessing the accuracy of CFD, wind tunnel results are frequently used as the "gold standard." However, even if we had the perfect CFD code, we would not, nor should we get perfect agreement with wind tunnel results, because the wind tunnel is also imperfect. Each wind tunnel experiment has its own imperfections, which must be understood or at least recognized in order to assess or validate the CFD. Differences in the "test" setup between Wind Tunnel and CFD are well known, and a few are listed below: Clearly there are potentially significant differences between what Wind Tunnel and CFD are measuring/computing. Effective CFD assessment requires intimate knowledge of both the CFD and the experimental data being compared. CFD assessment cannot consist of the comparison of the results of one code to those of one experiment. Rather, it is the agglomeration of comparisons at multiple conditions, code-to-code comparisons, an understanding of the wind tunnel corrections, etc., that leads to the understanding of the CFD for use as an engineering tool.
Wind
An advantageous outcome of the collaborative endeavor sponsored by the NASA Aerodynamics Technical Working Group (TWG) has been that the CRM has now been tested in several facilities thus far, and the data from several of these tests are now publicly available. The National Transonic Facility (NTF) at NASA Langley tested the CRM during January - . These data have also been released to the public domain 80 . These three tests all used the same physical wind tunnel model. A slightly larger version of the CRM Wing-Body-Tail was more recently built by ONERA and tested in the ONERA S1MA wind tunnel 81 . In 2012, an 80% scale model of the NASA CRM built by JAXA was tested in the JAXA 2m x 2m Transonic Wind Tunnel 82 . A comparison of data from the various wind tunnels shows that the wing pressure distributions are virtually indistinguishable at the conditions specified for DPW-VI.
Whether this is true for other conditions has not been checked in detail. Force and moment data from the different wind tunnels do differ. It is believed that these differences are mainly due to the corrections applied to the "raw" measured data to account for wind tunnel walls, mounting system, nonuniform flow (buoyancy, upflow, etc.) , Mach blockage, lift interference, etc. Each wind tunnel facility tries very hard to determine the "best" set of corrections to its data to simulate "free air." The CRM test data do not include mounting system corrections. Mounting system effects, which require a special set of tests to determine, are usually not included in the standard set of corrections applied to the wind tunnel data. Because of the flow anomalies present in every wind tunnel and the approximate nature of the corrections applied to account for these irregularities, the absolute measurement of forces and moments corresponding to "free air" is impractical if not impossible. It is therefore not unusual that the drag levels will differ between wind tunnels. Today's CFD requires modeling of turbulence and transition. Perhaps when direct numerical simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations is possible for complex configurations at high Reynolds number will the calculation of absolute forces and moments will be possible. However, the calculation or measurement of increments between two similar configurations should certainly be feasible with carefully executed wind tunnel test programs and CFD. For comparison purposes, test data from the NASA 11-Foot TWT and NTF tests will be used. Both the Wing-Body and the Wing-Body-Nacelle-Pylon configurations of the same physical model were tested in these two tunnel facilities.
New for DPW-VI is the inclusion of the static aeroelastic deformation in the definition of the CRM models for each angle-of-attack/CL condition specified in the test cases. The wing static aeroelastic bending and twist deflection were derived using a videogrammetry technique in which the position of American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics markers on the wing was measured during the test. The bending and twist deflection used to define the geometries for DPW-VI were based on data measured in the ETW test in 2014. While the test results from the ETW test and those from the NASA NTF and 11-Foot TWT tests were quite similar, it was decided to use the ETW results. These data were interpolated to the angles-of-attack required in test cases 2 to 4 to define the various geometries 83 . Static aeroelastic wing twist for various angles-of-attack is shown in Fig.  2 . Note that the resulting aeroelastic twist is small, amounting to only a little over one degree near the wing tip. However, at transonic flow conditions, this small amount of aeroelastic wing twist has a significant effect on the resulting pressure distributions as shown in Fig. 3 for two spanwise locations. Computed lift, drag, and pitching moment are also affected. Inclusion of the aeroelastic deformation makes comparisons to force, moment, and pressure data from the related wind tunnel tests more meaningful in that the geometry of the computational model better represents that of the wind tunnel model at the specified flow condition.
Limitations in the total number of pressure taps that can be built into the wind tunnel model and subsequent plugged and/or "slow" taps may result in inadequate definition of the experimental pressure distributions at the various span stations. This is particularly the case in defining the wing shock location in transonic flow and adequately defining the aft loading near the wing trailing edge. For attached flow conditions, there is very little change in the pressures near the wing trailing edge. In order to calculate section lift and moment characteristics, it was necessary to "enhance" the experimental pressure distributions. The "enhancement" to the pressures near the wing trailing edge was based on a combination of interpolation/extrapolation guided by experience with test data and CFD. At three midspan stations, missing or very "slow" taps required a further "enhancement." These "enhanced pressures" were based on pressure measurements from the JAXA 80% CRM model, which did not suffer these pressure tap manufacturing deficiencies. An example of these enhancements is shown in Fig. 4 for two spanwise stations. The original pressure data are shown by the open symbols, the enhanced distributions are shown by the solid symbols.
III. Gridding Guidelines and Description of Common Grids
This section describes the baseline grid families provided by the DPW-VI organizing committee. This set includes an overset grid family by Boeing, an unstructured mesh family by NASA, and an unstructured mesh family by DLR. Additional information of each baseline grid family is provided in this section below. Since these grids were developed by several different people from different institutions, a set of gridding guidelines were developed beforehand, in order to maintain some level of consistency between the baseline grid families of the various types of grid systems. These gridding guidelines were then used by the various grid developers as a target end state of their grid systems and families. We note that while these gridding guidelines are fairly comprehensive, the resulting grid systems do not strictly conform to them. The reasons for this vary, but are usually the result of being difficult to implement. Hence, the baseline grid families closely conform to most of the gridding guidelines. The DPW-VI gridding guidelines are given in Table 2 .
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics by 4 on each pertinent segment of the Tiny mesh, the span of the segments will be exactly maintained for each of the members of the grid family. For example, the segments of the airfoil sections on the wing of the Tiny mesh were dimensioned as 16 cells on the trailing-edge, 88 cells on the upper surface, and 88 cells on the lower surface, for a total of 192 cells around the airfoils. Hence, all members of the overset grid family retain the two trailing-edge lines as well as the leading-edge line in their surface grids. Applying this approach throughout the grid layout, the intersection lines of the wing-body, the wing-pylon, and the nacelle-pylon, as well as the wing planform break, and pylon and nacelle leading and trailing edges were all consistently maintained across all grid-family members.
With a basic understanding of our strategy to grid dimensions, a template mesh and topology layout was developed for the wing/body/nacelle/pylon (WBNP) geometry. The WBNP grid layout was comprised of 25 blocks. This template mesh was used to generate a parametrically equivalent family of WBNP grids. To generate the wing/body (WB) grid family, the NP grids were simply removed from the WBNP grids, leaving 8 blocks to define the WB overset grid systems. The gridding guidelines recommended a ratio of grid sizes between the WBNP and WB systems of 1.3x-1.5x, whereas this ratio for the overset grid systems was about 1.6x.
The topology of the near-field grid blocks about the WBNP with a focus on the NP group is shown in Fig. 5 . Here, the fuselage is fully defined by three grid blocks; a half O-mesh covering most of the fuselage, a warped block at the nose, and a collar grid at the wing-body juncture. The wing is represented by an O-mesh wrapping around the airfoil sections, the wing-body collar grid, and a wingtip grid. The nacelle is comprised of five surface-abutting blocks; clamp grids at the leading and trailing edges, a collar grid, and inner and outer O-meshes. The pylon has collar grids at the wing and nacelle juncture regions, as well as a number of patch grids. Finally, a global box grid encompasses all of the above and places the farfield boundary at about 100 semispans from the CRM configuration. The WBNP surface grids for each grid size were created using ICEM-CFD HEXA using the template blocking file developed for this topology and ICEM replay scripts. Then, the surface-abutting grid blocks were generated using the NASA Chimera Grid Tools (CGT); more specifically, using BUILDVOL and HYPGEN. Finally, the hole-cutting and block-stitching steps were performed with the BUILDPEG5i script. This complete process was repeated to develop the WBNP family of grid resolution and another WBNP family of aeroelastic deflection. The corresponding WB families were developed by dropping the NP grids and rerunning BUILDPEG5i. This process yielded WB grids without any orphan points and WBNP grids with at most five orphans. Table 3 provides statistics for the grid family of increasing sizes. Note that for the Tiny mesh, the viscous spacing was y+ ~ 1, its maximum stretching through the boundary-layer region was about 1.235, and that 4 cells of constant spacing at the viscous walls were utilized. These characteristics adhere closely to the gridding guidelines provided above. Note that the grid sizes are given as a total number of grid points in the systems. Fig. 6a provides close-up views of the WBNP surface grids for the Medium mesh. Note that the spanwise clustering of the wing grid is established to capture gradients induced by the NP group. Retaining this clustering is somewhat of an overkill for WB simulations, however, provides accurate results for the NP delta drag evaluations. Fig. 6b depicts a close-up of the nacelle/pylon surface grids that illustrate the wing-pylon and pylon-nacelle collar grids, as well as numerous patch grids to complete the pylon surface. In addition to these body-conforming meshes, near-field box grids enclose the fuselage, the wing, and the nacelle inlet and nozzle openings. The WB collar grid, the O-mesh about the wing, and the wingtip clamp grid of the Medium mesh are depicted in Figs. 7a, 7b, and 7c, respectively.
The baseline overset grids can be downloaded from the DPW-VI website 72 and are located in the overset_grids_Boeing_Serrano.REV00 directory. Included in this location is a README.BoeingSerrano file for additional information about these grid families. There are six WBNP grids and six WB grids about the ae2p75 geometry that constitute the grid resolution families, and an additional seven WB grids at the Medium mesh density to fill out the aeroelastic family. All grids were built relative to the version v09 IGES geometry definitions of the CRM WBNPH configuration, also available for download at the DPW-VI website.
B. Baseline NASA GeoLab Unstructured Meshes for DPW-VI
The baseline unstructured-mesh families for DPW-VI were developed by Norma Farr and Mike Wiese of NASA's GeoLab group. These grids can be downloaded from the DPW-VI website under the unstructured_NASA_GeoLab.REV01 directory. Sample surface grids are shown in Fig 8. Statistics of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Re = 5 million; Reference temperature = 100°F; Angle-of-attack sweep = [2.50, 2.75, 3.00, 3.25, 3.50, 3.75, 4 .00] degrees. The Medium Baseline grids defined for each angle-of-attack [7 solutions on 7 grids] are to be used. All CRM simulations are to be "free air" with no wind tunnel walls or support system. The boundary layer is to be modeled as "fully turbulent" for all cases. No free or fixed laminar to turbulent transition is to be specified.
To collect a consistent set of data from each participant, template datasets were supplied. These templates request lift, drag (broken down into skin friction and pressure components), pitching moment, pressure distributions at specified span stations, trailing-edge separation locations, dimensions of the sideof-body separation bubble, grid family and sizes, turbulence model, computing platform and code performance, number of processors used, number of iterations required, etc. For Case 5, values of the calculated wing twist and bending deflections were also requested. These workshops capture an extensive amount of information that serves as a snapshot of the industry capabilities of the time. For example, in the five workshops held thus far, one obvious trend is that the grid size has grown dramatically. The average size of the medium WB meshes in DPW-I through DPW-IV have been 3.2, 5.4, 7.8 and 10.9 million, respectively. This represents a growth rate of ~17% per year during the eight years between DPW-I and DPW-IV. For DPW-VI, this number has grown from 25 to 50M points for the various families of grids available. The finest level grids have increased steadily, from just over 3 million unknowns in DPW-I to 225 million for the WBNP in DPW-VI.
V. Results
The level of participation in DPW-VI was excellent by many counts. Users submitted data from a wide variety of sources, code types, grid types, and turbulence models. Some performed studies that specifically addressed the effects of gridding and/or turbulence modeling with the same code. As mentioned above, the geometry, test cases, and data format were all uniformly controlled to facilitate the analysis.
A. Participant Descriptions
The Drag Prediction Workshop is open to any individual, group or organization that wishes to perform the calculations according to the specifications set out by the organizing committee. The response for DPW-VI has increased somewhat from the previous workshop, following a trend of gradually increasing participation.
A total of 54 datasets were submitted from 25 different teams or organizations. Of these teams, broken down by location and type as follows:
 12 North America, 6 Europe, 6 Asia, 1 South America  8 Government, 5 Industry, 7 Academia, 5 Commercial
The presentations by each participant can be found at the DPW-VI website 72 and contain a description of the computational method used and results presented. For Cases 2 to 5, the grid type and turbulence model breakdown included: American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics New to the DPW series this year was a solution based on the Lattice-Boltzmann Method 85 that is totally different from the classical finite volume/finite element methods used to date. Two sets of solutions were based on finite element SUPG solvers 86, 87 -one more than DPW-V. All participants were asked to submit forces, moments, pressure, and separation data in the standard format.
The large number of datasets poses a challenge in the presentation of the data. Each dataset is assigned an alphanumeric (including Greek) symbol type while colors are used to denote grid or turbulence model type depending on context. All of the force/moment and pressure plots below follow the scheme listed in Table 8 .
B. Case 2: CRM Nacelle-Pylon Drag Increment
Case 2 focused on computing the drag increment between the CRM Wing-Body-Nacelle Pylon and the CRM Wing-Body configurations. This included a grid refinement study for both configurations at M=0.85 and CL=0.500. All computational values for Case 2 are for these values of Mach number and lift coefficient.
A standard technique in grid convergence studies is to use Richardson extrapolation. Computational results are plotted versus grid factor, N -2/3 (called GRIDFAC in figures), where N is the number of unknowns. For second order codes, a linear fit should be observed with decreasing error as long as the refinement is in the asymptotic region. The y-intercept then estimates the theoretical infinite resolution (continuum) result. The trends with grid factor, broken out by grid type and turbulence model, for total drag of the Wing-Body configuration are shown in Fig. 10 . Overall, with some exceptions, the variation of total drag with increasing grid size (decreasing grid factor) is very flat. An extrapolation to the theoretical infinite resolution indicates that the bulk of the results converge to a band about 5-10 counts wide! A more detailed parsing of these results will follow shortly. A look at the pressure drag with increasing grid size shows an even tighter grouping for most solutions, Fig. 11 . The skin friction drag trend, Fig. 12 , is also pretty tight, again with a few exceptions. The variation of pitching moment with increasing grid size is shown in Fig. 13 . For many solutions, there is little variation in pitching moment with increasing grid size while for others there was, but even these appeared to be trending to a similar continuum level as the other solutions.
In order to get a better understanding of the total drag trends shown in Fig. 10 , those solutions have been further parsed according to turbulence model for each grid type family. These trends are shown in Fig. 14 for the GeoLab, Boeing, and custom unstructured grids, the overset grids, the multiblock grids, and the custom Cartesian grids. Also shown for reference in the figure are experimental values from three different test runs each at the NTF and 11-Foot TWT wind tunnels. (These wind tunnel campaigns included both the WB and the WBNP configurations.) It should not be a surprise that the tightest grouping of drag values with increasing grid size is for the overset and multiblock grids. Some of this could be due to the smaller number of solutions, but it is easier to maintain a degree of consistency in generating a family of structured grids than it is for unstructured grids. These solutions, based on three different types of turbulence models, are trending to a drag value in the continuum within 2-3 counts! The solutions based on the unstructured grids show a 6 to 8 count spread, although several are also converging to the same level of that of the structured codes, especially when hexahedral dominated unstructured grids are used. The custom Cartesian grid solutions are interesting. Note the changed scale for these results. One family, I1(I) and I2() starts with much smaller grids than other solutions. Their biggest grid was about the size as the smallest of the other families. While solution I2 appears to diverge from the expected trend line, solution I1 shows an indication that it might trend in the continuum to a value similar to most other solutions. Solutions K3() and K4() are right inline with those of the overset and multiblock grids. Solution G1, based on a Lattice-Boltzmann method, is trending to a value in the continuum that, while high, is not too different from that of the other solutions.
The trends with grid factor, broken out by grid type and turbulence model, for total drag of the WingBody-Nacelle-Pylon configuration are shown in Fig. 15 . Overall, the variation of total drag with increasing grid size (decreasing grid factor) is very similar to that seen for the Wing-Body configuration. Rather than dissect these results in a similar manner to what was done for the Wing-Body configuration, we will instead focus on the drag increment between the Wing-Body-Nacelle-Pylon and the Wing-Body configurations. Values of total drag for the two configurations were interpolated to common grid factor values and differenced. The drag increments (deltaCD = CDWBNP -CDWB) are plotted vs. grid factor shown in Fig. 16 . These have been parsed according to grid type and turbulence model similar to that shown in Fig. 14. It is interesting to note that in most cases the computed drag increment with increasing grid size falls within the experimentally determined value of 22.81.2 counts. This value is based on 3 runs for each configuration from both the NTF and 11-Foot TWT wind tunnels. Careful application of CFD and careful wind tunnel testing with several repeats can yield very credible drag increments.
Wing pressure distributions at three wing stations from one data set for the Wing-Body configuration are shown in Fig. 17 . The pressure distributions are from three grid sizes, L1 the smallest to L7 the largest. Experimental data from the 11-Foot TWT wind tunnel test are shown for two different lift coefficient, CL, values that bracketed the computational value of CL=0.50. There is very little difference in the distributions due to grid size. Similar comparisons from other data sets showed even less variation. This is an indication that even the smallest grids were already quite adequate for predictions of pressure distributions. This is also attested to by the relative flatness of the drag prediction seen in Fig. 14. Pressure distributions from the finest grid for the Wing-Body from each solution set submitted are shown in Fig. 18 . It should not be too surprising that, with the exception of distributions for the solution I2, there is little difference between all the solutions. The differences between the remaining solutions are seen mainly in the shock location with the differences increasing on the outboard wing stations. Wing and nacelle pressure distributions from the finest grid for the Wing-Body-Nacelle-Pylon configuration from each solution set submitted are shown in Figs. 19 and 20. Similar to that of the Wing-Body, very little difference is seen between wing pressures for the Wing-Body-Nacelle-Pylon sets. Nacelle pressure distributions were submitted by less than half of the participants. These were practically identical to each other.
New for DPW-VI, wing section characteristics, lift (normal force) and pitching moment coefficients were requested. These are obtained by integrating pressure coefficient, Cp, vs. chord fraction, x/c. Less than half of the participants submitted these data sets. Wing section characteristics vs. span fraction, eta, are shown for both the Wing-Body and Wing-Body-Nacelle-Pylon configurations in Fig. 21 . Given that there is little difference in wing pressures between data sets for the two configurations, it is not surprising that the resulting section lift (normal force) and pitching moment characteristics are nearly identical at the scale plotted in this figure. It is interesting to note that there is little difference between the two configurations from either the computational or experimental results.
Results of a statistical analysis of Case 2 are presented in Ref. 74.
C. Case 3 -CRM WB Static Aeroelastic Effect
The second mandatory CRM case is based on a Wing-Body static aeroelastic/buffet study to investigate the CFD predictions in an angle-of-attack range where significant flow separation is expected. This flight regime is of particular importance to determining aerodynamic loads and stability and control American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics characteristics. Seven angles-of-attack were specified between 2.5° and 4.0° at 0.25° increments. As noted in Section II, in order to account for the static aeroelastic deformation of the wind tunnel model, a separate geometry/grid was defined for each angle-of-attack requested. Computed results of lift, drag, pitching moment, wing section pressure and skin friction coefficients at specified spanwise locations, and locations of flow separation on the wing and side of body were requested at each angle-of-attack. Over 40 data sets were provided by the Workshop participants for Case 3.
Lift and pitching moment results from all the Workshop submittals, along with the NTF and 11-Foot TWT test data are shown in Fig. 22 . Most of the solutions are clustered within a "fan" that gets progressively wider with increasing angle-of-attack. In general, the solutions are indicating a higher lift at a given angle-of-attack, and a more negative (nose down) pitching moment at a given lift coefficient than indicated by the test data. Some of this level difference could be due to the lack of mounting system corrections to the wind tunnel data. It should also be noted that at the higher angles-of-attack there is s significant amount of buffeting of the wind tunnel model due to the increasing flow separation and shock movement. There is some unsteady content at the higher angles-of-attack that is not represented by the test data. The wind tunnel force data are heavily filtered and represent an average value at the particular flight condition measured. The pressure transducers measuring the wing pressure distributions are not capable of measuring high frequency variations and also present average values. Mounting system effects and unsteady aerodynamic content will not account for the significant spread of predicted lift and pitching moment at the lower angles-of-attack where the flow is well attached.
All the solutions were examined to determine outliers, and if there was some defining characteristic that determined the quality of the solution. In order to get a better understanding of the lift trends shown in Fig.  22 , those solutions have been further parsed according to turbulence model for each grid type family. These trends are shown in Fig. 23 for the GeoLab, Boeing, and custom unstructured grids, the overset grids, the multiblock grids, and the custom Cartesian grids. The outliers were defined as solutions that exhibited a break in lift (relative to the linear lift vs. α slope), exhibited lift and/or drag considerably outside the norm of the other solutions, or exhibited wing pressure distributions that were outside the norm of the other solutions and test data. Outliers were seen in solutions from all grid families, and from SA (without QCR), SST, and the k-e Lam-Bremhorst turbulence models. Lift break, which is indicative of a large increase in flow separation, occurred as early as 3° angle-of-attack in one solution.
The source of the early break can be found by examining the separation data requested by the DPW organizing committee, shown in Fig. 24 , and by examining the wing pressure distributions. Pressure distributions at select wing eta stations at angles-of-attack of 3.0°, 3.5°, and 4.0° are shown in Figs. 25 to 27. Several solutions exhibited a large side of body (SOB) separation bubble with increasing angle-ofattack whose effects could be seen in the wing pressure distributions, and in the force and moment data. The wind tunnel data do not exhibit any evidence of flow separation on the inboard portion of the wing (first row of pressures located at BL=151), nor does it show an early lift break. All of the solutions identified with a separation bubble size greater than BL=151 also exhibited a lift break at or below 4 angle-of-attack and have been identified as outliers.
Another look at the wing section characteristics can be taken by integrating the pressure coefficients (Cp) vs. chord fraction (x/c) to derive the section lift (normal force) and pitching moment characteristics shown in Figs. 28 and 29. The section pitching moment coefficients are taken about the quarter chord (0.25 x/c) of each section. Unfortunately these data were provided for less than half of the solutions submitted. Of the solution sets provided, some had obvious errors and had to be discarded. These figures clearly show the overprediction of lift and the magnitude of the negative pitching moment compared to the test data, which is also reflected in the total forces and moments shown in Fig. 22 . The early lift loss on the inboard part of the wing is clearly shown for two of the solutions. The additional piece of information that is provided by these section characteristics is that the degree of disagreement between the computed and test results is increasing the further outboard the section is located on the wing.
Eliminating all the outliers as defined above, we have 21 solutions with lift and pitching moment characteristics shown in Fig. 30 . Even with all the outliers removed there is still an increasing spread of the lift and pitching moment with increasing angle-of-attack. At 4° angle-of-attack the value of lift coefficient varies by 0.063 and the spread in pitching moment coefficient is 0.045! This is a bigger spread than we saw for DPW-V! Each one of these solutions on its own is a valid solution, yet as angle-of-attack increases the variation between solutions also increases. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
The drag characteristics of the remaining solutions are shown in Fig. 31 . Also shown are test results from three repeat runs at both the NTF and 11-Foot TWT wind tunnels. The drag characteristics are plotted in terms of the idealized profile drag defined as:
Plotting CDP instead of CD can be very useful as its variation with CL is significantly diminished, and therefore, the scale of the plot can be greatly increased. The spread of the drag values is largely driven by the increasing spread of lift with increasing angle-of-attack. Note that the spread of the drag values at low lift coefficients is of the same order as the spread of the test data between the two tunnels. Two solutions, G1 and I1, have been included that on the basis of their total lift and moment characteristics would have been considered outliers. However, the wing pressure distributions of these solutions show no evidence of SOB premature separation and are in line with all the other solutions in this group. As shown for CL=0.50, the excessive drag for G1 is largely due to pressure drag, Fig. 12 , and to skin friction drag for I1, Fig. 13 .
D. Case 4 -CRM WB Grid Adaptation [Optional]
New to DPW-VI was the request for grid adaptation solutions of the CRM Wing-Body configuration as an optional case. This consists of a series of fixed lift, CL=0.50, solutions using an adapted grid family provided by the participant. This is an active area of CFD research and it was time to take a measure of the progress. Unfortunately, only five solution sets were provided by three organizations. Two solutions, I2 and I3, were based on the same solver, using the same adaptation technique, but differed in the treatment of the boundary layer. These employed a Cartesian mesh that can be successively refined to fit geometrical and flow features. The solver employs a Favre-averaged, cell-center finite volume method. Indicator functions drive the refinement or coarsening as the solution progresses. The difference between the two solutions is the wall-function treatment of the boundary layer. I3 features a more complete "thick" wallfunction treatment. I2 employs the original "thin" layer subgrid model. The other three, A1, P1 and P2, were based on different solvers. A1, OVERFLOW, employs an implicit 2 nd -order cell centered finite volume solver, and employed a feature-based adaption scheme 88 . P1, BCFD, employs an implicit 2 nd -order cell centered finite volume solver. P2, GGNS, employs 2 nd -order node centered SUPG finite-element discretization with a strong solver that achieves machine precision residual convergence 86 . Both P1 and P2 employ the EPIC (Edge Primitive Insertion Collapse) adaptive grid tool 89 focusing on a sizing metric derived from the Mach Hessian or Entropy Adjoint error.
Total drag as a function of the grid factor (gridfac) for the five adapted grid solutions is shown on the left side of Fig. 32 . Note that the gridfac scale has been greatly expanded compared to that shown in Fig.  10 for Case 2. The drag values for solutions I2 and I3 are somewhat misleading in that they are not for constant CL=0.50 value. These cases were run at a constant angle-of-attack, which did not yield a CL=0.50, resulting in an increasing value of lift and hence drag for the I3 solution, and an incompatible drag level for the I2 solution. A1 adaption began from the existing coarse grid from Case 2. Both the P1 and P2 solutions started with a relatively small grid of less than 2 million cells. Both show a rapid drop of drag with the first grid adaption followed by a steady convergence toward the continuum. On the right side of Fig. 32 , the fixed grid solutions from Case 2 have been included and are shown by dashed lines. Note that drag scale has also been changed. This figure suggests that the P1 and P2 adaptive grid solutions are converging to the continuum similar to the fixed grid solutions. The wing pressure distributions from A1, P1, and P2 are essentially indistinguishable from those shown in Fig. 18 , but with the characteristic of a sharper definition of the shocks. Pressures for the I2 and I3 solutions were not at the same CL.
The P1 and P2 solutions started with small initial grids and ended up with solutions at moderate grid sizes that rivaled the carefully crafted "fixed" grids of Case 2. The promise that solution adaptive grids bring is that they should be able to deliver a consistent set of solutions for configurations, and/or conditions for which prior gridding experience may not be available. Even for this configuration, the "optimum" grid distribution will change dramatically for a drag rise series ranging from Mach = 0.70 to 0.90. Much work remains to be done to bring this technology to a "production" capability for 3-D RANS. It is a technology that needs to be matured. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
E. Case 5 -CRM WB Coupled Aero-Structural Simulation [Optional]
Another case new to DPW-VI was the request for a coupled aerostructural simulation. The effects of static aeroelastic twist and deflection can be very significant at transonic flow conditions. The inclusion of static aeroelastic deformation of the CRM wind tunnel model in DPW-VI attests to their importance. These included deformations were based on "after the fact" wind tunnel measurements. Unlike a wind tunnel model, the deformations of a full-scale airplane wing can be as much as an order of magnitude greater! An accurate CFD prediction of the flight characteristics of a full-scale airplane (or even a wind tunnel model) requires that actual static aeroelastic deformation be included in the computational model. A coupled aerostructural simulation is one approach in achieving this. A NASTRAN ® finite element model was provided for structural analyses and coupling with an aerodynamic CFD flow solver for analysis of the CRM Wing-Body configuration at a fixed Mach and lift condition.
Data for Case 5 was submitted by a total of four teams. Table 9 gives an overview of the numerical methods used by the participants for CFD, computational structural mechanics (CSM), interpolation of aerodynamic forces, and mesh deformation. A detailed description of the results for Case 5 is given in Ref.
75.
Unfortunately, the NASTRAN ® bulk data file provided on the CRM website did not include any definition of boundary conditions for the system matrices, leaving the structural analysis problem statically undetermined. As a result, the teams used differing locations for the model suspension, cf. Table 9 . The correct suspension, i.e., the one corresponding to the actual model attachment in the wind tunnel, is inside the fuselage at the inner cylindrical surface of the balance interface. At this location, the model is mounted to the internal wind tunnel balance during the test. With the wing root suspension used by two participants, zero deflection is prescribed along the junction line between wing and belly fairing. This suspension results in neglecting the compliancy of the structural components located between balance interface and wing root, leading to smaller deformations. Generally, the different model suspensions used in the structural analysis cause minor differences in the computed wing deformations as will be discussed subsequently.
In Fig. 33 , the chordwise distribution of static pressure coefficient is plotted. Four spanwise sections between =0.131 and =0.950 were selected for comparison. Sectional static pressure data has been submitted by teams J4, L2, and T1. Contrary to the preceding test cases, all experimental validation data has been taken from the 2014 ETW wind tunnel test campaign 78 to ensure consistency between pressure and deformation data.
A generally good agreement is found between the different participants and measured data. All three teams predicted the shock location somewhat downstream of the experimental location. Shock location for teams J4 and T1 is predicted more upstream compared to L2. This is believed to be due to the one-equation turbulence model used by L2, whereas J4 and T1 have used a two-equation model. Although minor differences are also observed in the pressure distributions on the upper wing surface the aero-elastic effects appear to be correctly captured by all participants. The resulting wing pressure distributions were essentially identical to those from Case 2. Fig. 34 shows the (a) spanwise wing bending and (b) twist distributions. Numerical results are compared to ETW deformation data from Run 182, data point 531 (=2.99, CL=0.514). Bending deflections are given in millimeters and refer to the 0.027% scale NTF/ 11-Foot wind tunnel model. For bending, the best agreement is found for team V5. Here, the maximum deflection deviation at the wing tip is w = -0.19mm, followed by teams J4 (w = -1.80mm) and L2 (w = -2.18mm). The largest deviation occurs for team T1 at w = -4.11mm. Apart from that, the deflection curve progression over span is very close to measured data for all participants, indicating that the spanwise lift distributions between the different teams match very well.
The aerodynamically more relevant twist deformation is plotted in Fig. 34(b) . Here, the differences between the finite-element model suspensions become more apparent than for bending. For teams J4 and T1, who used the model suspension at the wing root, the twist deflection and spanwise deflection gradient at the innermost wing station are very close to zero, whereas the measurements show a small deflection and nonzero gradient caused by the compliance of the wind tunnel model structure.
Twist deflection results for participants T1 and V5 show a steeper gradient over most of the span compared to the experimental data. It is assumed that these differences are caused by differences in the structural analysis methods used. Team T1 performs a reduction of the stiffness matrix and computes the deflections outside NASTRAN ® , team V5 uses a modal coupling approach where the deflections are American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics calculated from a set of normal modes of the system matrices, which, in contradiction to the static coupling approaches, also take into account the model's mass distribution. Unfortunately, no sectional lift and moment data, which would enable a more detailed deformation results analysis, has been submitted by the participants.
VI. Issues
An important goal of the DPW series of workshops is to identify significant issues/shortfalls in need of further CFD development. DPW-VI highlights continuing issues that, while seeing some progress over the years, continue to plague the state of CFD and experiment. More detailed information about how the experimental data were generated is needed to better validate the CFD, and to provide the detailed information necessary to improve the turbulence models, unsteady simulations, etc.
The prediction of premature side of body separation continues to plague some simulations. At the design condition of M=0.85, CL=0.50, this is no longer an issue. However, as angle-of-attack is increased, some solutions do exhibit excessive side of body separation as shown in Figs. 24-27 . The wind tunnel data do not exhibit any evidence of flow separation on the inboard portion of the wing (i.e., the first row of pressures located at BL=151). Solutions B3, D1, D2, F1, J1, J2, M1, N1, O1, P1, Q1, S1, V1, V2, V3, and V4 showed evidence of premature SOB separation along the first row of wing pressures. Solutions A1, B1, I1, I2, I3, J3, J4, L1, L2, P2, R1, U1, U2, W1, Y1, Z4, Z5, Z6, and Z7 either did not run the angle-of-attack series, or did not provide sufficient pressure distribution data to determine premature SOB separation. It should be noted that the force and moment data shown in Fig. 30 including solutions L1, L2, U1, and U2 did not show an early lift break, which is indicative of SOB separation. While some solutions using the SA and SST turbulence models manage to avoid the premature SOB separation, most did not. Past experience has shown that premature separation with these turbulence models is very sensitive to gridding details in the wing-body junction region. This type of 3D corner flow separation continues to need more attention in turbulence model development and CFD application. The use of the quadratic constitutive relation (QCR) in the SA turbulence model eliminated the premature separation. In addition, the k-kl-MEAH2015 (B1, B2), LMB-VLES (G1), EARSM (H2), and RSM-w (L1) turbulence models did not show any evidence of premature SOB separation up to 4° angle-of-attack.
Another ongoing issue can be seen in Fig. 30 for lift and pitching moment. The solutions show a lift higher than experiment and pitching moment more negative than experiment. This can partially be explained by the lack of corrections to the experimental data for the upper swept sting support to the wind tunnel model. These corrections require a special set of wind tunnel tests using different mounting systems to the model. These were not carried out for the CRM in any of the wind tunnel campaigns. Computational studies 87, 90, 91 on the impact of the mounting system show that its effect will be to reduce lift and reduce the nose-down pitching moment. These studies were based on the CRM model with the horizontal tail and therefore, cannot be applied this configuration. The mounting system will have a much greater effect on the model with the horizontal tail than without. In any case, the test corrections would still not explain the spread of values of the computational results at a given angle-of-attack/CL conditions. However, the wing pressure distributions do offer a clue. Pressure distributions around the wing trailing edge from all the solutions and from test data are shown in Fig. 35 . As long as the flow is attached, these distributions vary little over the range of conditions of interest. The computational results are from all the solutions submitted at the M=0.85, CL=0.50 condition. The pressure coefficient values on the upper surface of the wing are consistently lower (more negative) than those of the test data. The difference between the upper and lower surface represents lift and contributes to negative section pitching moment. These differences become more aggregative the further outboard on the wing. The effect of this increasing "aft loading" is clearly seen in the section lift (normal force) and pitching moment shown in Figs. 28 and 29. This excessive "aft loading" is seen from every turbulence model, gridding scheme, and solver type presented in this workshop. It is highly unlikely that this excessive "aft loading" is due to experimental issues. The computational results of pressure distribution, and forces and moments, are self-consistent. In the wind tunnel test, the instrumentation is completely independent. The geometry of the wind tunnel model has been validated. The nearly solid nature of the wing minimizes any chordwise aeroelastic effects. Pressure distributions from the Case 5 aerostructural aeroelastic computations are included in Fig. 35 . This excessive "aft loading" prediction has also been seen on other wind tunnel models. While progress has been made with the premature SOB separation, the question of the excessive "aft loading" remains an issue. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics In addition to the "aft-loading" issue, Fig. 30 also shows that the spread in lift at a given angle-of-attack and the spread in the pitching moment at a given lift coefficient increases with increasing angle-of-attack and lift coefficient, respectively. This "spread" is in addition to the level changes caused by the excessive "aft loading." Looking at the wing pressure distributions at the outboardmost three wing stations shown in Figs. 25 to 27 provides a clue for the increasing spread. These show pressure distributions for increasing angles-of-attack. As the angle-of-attack is increased so does the spread of shock location at the outboard stations. Fig. 36 shows pressure distributions at 4° angle-of-attack only from the solutions remaining after all the outliers have been eliminated. Note that the large variation of shock location from these solutions still exists. Compare this to the tight spread of shock locations shown in Fig. 18 from all solutions at CL=0.50, which corresponds to an angle-of-attack between 2.50° and 2.75°. Each one of these solutions on its own is a valid solution, yet as angle-of-attack increases so does the spread of shock location on the outboard portion of the wing. The chaotic situation at these high angles-of-attack may be physical as well as computational. At 4°, the wind tunnel model is buffeting quite a bit. The force and moment data are heavily filtered and the pressure transducers are incapable of responding to high frequency variations. One must ask if steady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes is adequate for modeling this flow regime. Given the same turbulence model all steady RANS results should converge to the same answer. The results shown in Fig. 30 do show some clustering by turbulence model but the greatest variation is between the solutions based on some version of the SA model that did not exhibit premature separation. How much of these differences are due to convergence issues and/or grid discretization errors? Will URANS (Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) be any better, or must one go to an eddy-resolving method such as DES (Detached Eddy Simulation) to accurately simulate this flow regime? A presentation at the workshop by Exa, solution G1 based on the Lattice Boltzmann Method, showed significant unsteady content for solutions at angels-of-attack of 3.5° and higher. The "steady" pressure distributions they submitted were in line with others that were not deemed outliers. Without detailed experimental measurements that adequately capture the flow separation and unsteadiness on these type of configurations recommendations as to the level of "unsteady" modeling necessary to adequately model these flows cannot be made.
VII. Conclusions
The Sixth Drag Prediction Workshop was held in conjunction with AIAA Aviation 2016. The event was well attended by a diverse group of expert CFD practitioners from four continents representing government, industry, academia, and commercial code development institutions. 25 teams contributed results. This workshop focused on a 2-D turbulence model verification study, and several studies of the NASA Common Research Model, CRM, wing-body and wing-body-nacelle-pylon configurations. These included single point grid convergence and drag increment, high-alpha static aeroelastic/buffet conditions, optional grid adaptation, and optional coupled aerostructural studies. This paper covers the key results from the CRM Cases 2 to 5 of the workshop. Details of Case 1, the 2-D turbulence model verification study, are given in Ref. 73 A total of 54 datasets for the CRM cases were provided on structured, overset, unstructured, and Cartesian grids. The use of committee-provided or user-defined grids were pretty evenly divided. Some teams provided solutions using the same solver and turbulence model but with different grids. Others provided solutions using the same solver and grid but with different turbulence models.
The Case 2 Wing-Body grid convergence study showed a steady improvement over the similar study in DPW-V, especially with respect to unstructured grids. As a whole, the solutions exhibited a "tighter" convergence of total drag to the continuum with a spread of less than 10 drag counts. The grid convergence study for the Wing-Body-Nacelle-Pylon showed a somewhat greater spread. Only four entries would be considered to be significant outliers. Of significant importance to industry design processes is the prediction of the drag increment between the two configurations. Here we found that most participants were able to predict the drag increment within the uncertainty of the test data. With the exception of one case, there was very little difference seen in the wing or nacelle pressure distributions, or in wing section lift and pitching moments, due to grid type, turbulence model, convergence level, or solver. Results of a statistical analysis of Case 2 are presented in Ref. 74. For the Case 3 static aeroelastic/buffet study, the lift and pitching moment from most of the solutions are clustered within a "fan" that gets progressively wider with increasing angle-of-attack. In general, the solutions indicate a higher lift at a given angle-of-attack, and a more negative (nose down) pitching moment at a given lift coefficient than observed in the test data. The primary cause appears to be due the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics excessive "aft loading" predicted by all the submittals, and by the increasing spread in the prediction of the shock wave on the outboard part of the wing. As in previous workshops, a set of outliers was observed that had uncharacteristically large wing trailing edge separation at the side of body that contributed to an early lift break. While some solutions using the SA and SST turbulence models manage to avoid the premature SOB separation, most did not. The use of the quadratic constitutive relation (QCR) in the SA turbulence model eliminated the premature separation. In addition, the k-kl-MEAH2015, LMB-VLES, EARSM, and RSM-w turbulence models did not show any evidence of premature SOB separation up to 4° angle-ofattack. Inclusion of the static aeroelastic twist and deflection in the configuration definition significantly improved the agreement with test data of the pressure distributions on the outboard part of the wing. After the elimination of outliers, each one of the remaining solutions on its own is a valid solution, yet as angleof-attack increases so does the spread of shock location on the outboard portion of the wing. The shock location variation at these high angles-of-attack may be physical as well as computational. At 4°, the wind tunnel model is buffeting a significant amount. The wind tunnel forces, moments, and pressure data typically represent "average" steady results. One must ask if steady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes is adequate for modeling this flow regime. Will URANS (Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) be adequate, or must one go to an eddy-resolving method such as DES (Detached Eddy Simulation) to accurately simulate this flow regime?
New to DPW-VI was the request for grid adaptation solutions of the CRM Wing-Body configuration as an optional case. This is an active area of CFD research and it was time to take a measure of the progress. Five solution sets were provided by three organizations. Three of the solutions exhibited a strong convergence to the same drag level in the continuum as the fixed grid solutions. The wing pressure distributions from these solutions are essentially indistinguishable from those of the carefully crafted fixed grid solutions but with the characteristic of a sharper definition of the shocks. The promise that solution adaptive grids bring is that they should be able to deliver a consistent set of solutions for configurations, and/or conditions for which prior gridding experience may not be available. Much work remains to be done to bring this technology to a "production" capability for 3-D RANS. It is a technology that needs to be matured.
Another case new to DPW-VI was the request for a coupled aero-structural simulation. The effects of static aeroelastic twist and bending can be very significant at transonic flow conditions. The inclusion of static aeroelastic deformation of the CRM wind tunnel model in DPW-VI attests to their importance. Four teams submitted solutions. A generally good agreement was found between the teams. The resulting wing pressure distributions were essentially identical to those from Case 2. Minor deviations from the experimental data were observed for chordwise shock location. These are likely caused by differences in wing twist distribution between the individual participants and the different turbulence models used. Some discrepancies were also found for the slope of the spanwise twist curve. At the wing root, these were traced back to different boundary conditions applied to the structural model. Other deviations from the experimental data are assumed to be caused by differences in the structural analysis methods used by the participants.
Important issues were raised in this and in previous workshops that point to the need for continuing CFD and experimental research. More detailed information about how the experimental data were generated is needed to better validate the CFD, and to provide the detailed information necessary to improve the turbulence models, unsteady simulations, etc. In particular, experimental force, moment, and pressure data is needed that adequately captures the flow separation and unsteadiness on these type configurations. While progress has been made with the prediction of premature SOB separation, this type of 3D corner flow separation continues to need more attention in turbulence model development and CFD application. Excessive "aft loading" was seen from every turbulence model, gridding scheme, and solver type presented in this workshop. It is highly unlikely that this excessive "aft loading" is due to experimental issues, and is more likely a turbulence modeling issue that needs further attention. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Custom Unstructured Grids Custom Cartesian Grids A2  B1  B2  B3  D1  D2  E1  F1  G1  H1  H2  I1  I2  J1  J2  K1  K2  K3  K4  L1  L2  M1  M2  N1  O1  O2  P1  Q1  Q2  T1  U1  U2  V1  V2  V3  V4  Z1  Z2 Test  E1  F1  G1  H1  H2  N1  P1  O1  O2  Z1  Z2  Z3   E  F  G  H Test  E1  G1  H1  H2  N1  P1  Z1  Z2  Z3 E G H h N P Z   A2  E1  G1  I1  H1  H2  K3  K4  L1  L2  M2  O2  Q2  T1  U1  U2  Z1  Z2 A2  B1  B2  E1  G1  H1  H2  I1  K3  K4  L1  L2  M2  O2  Q2  T1  U1  U2  Z1  Z2  Z3  Test 
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